Abstract-Ambient Intelligence (AmI) is experiencing an increasing development of applications. Flexibility and genericity in the deployment and provisioning of context management solutions are key issues to be able to tackle with the large variety of domains of these context-aware applications. Existing proposals of Context Management Middleware (CMM) are still lacking such generic and flexible capabilities. To respond to these challenges, we propose CONSERT, a CMM, based on techniques and principles from the Semantic Web and Multi-Agent Systems domains. In this paper we focus on showing how the multi-agent architecture of this CMM provides the necessary flexibility to deploy different kinds of context provisioning patterns to address different AmI applications. We showcase the usage of our solution with a scenario from the domain of smart university life management.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ambient Intelligence (AmI) is nowadays a well recognized area of research. Industry is starting to embrace scenarios and ideas from this domain (e.g. home monitoring, ambient assisted living, smart cities). Together with the Internet-ofThings and Sensing-as-a-Service [1] related visions, the possible application space is increasing rapidly. Strong emphasis is placed on the deployment flexibility and runtime adaptability of the management of context to make these applications able to execute the right actions in the right situation. This is why these last years, context management middleware (CMM) platforms have become important pillars in the development of such ubiquitous and context-aware applications.
If developments continue in this direction, CMM will require to handle multi-dimensional and dynamic context provisioning solutions to address the use cases of the various applications deployed on top of them. While existing solutions in the literature propose methods for managing context (e.g. acquisition and reasoning mechanisms, processing architectures), to the best of our knowledge, not much works address the specification and control of flexible runtime deployment of the context provisioning architecture required by the applications. The objective of our work is to create a flexible and configurable CMM to address this problem.
Our approach consists in using Semantic Web and MultiAgent techniques and principles to define a CMM, called CONSERT. Ontologies and semantic processing are used to define an expressive and extensible context model with metaproperties (e.g. source, temporal validity, quality parameters) on top of which we can define rich reasoning and context provisioning methods [2] . In order to address the necessary flexibility, we further embed the resulting reasoning mechanism within a multi-agent based architecture that agentifies the context provisioning process into different agents that cooperate with each other to flexibly manage and provision context to applications relying on the CONSERT CMM. Flexibility of context provisioning is taking profit from the structuring of context information along dimensions and domains addressing both deployment (e.g. centralized/decentralized, mobile/static, permanent/temporary) and context provisioning (e.g. acquisition, dissemination). In this paper we focus our contribution on the multi-agent architecture and mechanisms that we have used to support and deploy flexible context provisioning.
In Section II we motivate our proposal through a scenario and analysis of the literature, that highlight requirements that are not well handled in current existing solutions. Section III quickly presents the foundations of CONSERT CMM in terms of representation, reasoning and architecture. Section IV then describes our solution for handling flexible deployment and execution of context provisioning. We exemplify the use of our proposal and discuss advantages and limitations in Section V and finish with conclusions and perspectives.
II. MOTIVATION
As introduced above, the motivations of our work come from the current evolution of AmI applications. Recent AmI scenarios highlight the need for single application activities of a dynamic runtime provisioning of context information related to multiple places or situations. We first illustrate and discuss this in more detail and analyse limitations of current existing works w.r.t. the idenfied requirements.
A. AmI Use Case
Let us consider a short scenario, issued from the application that we are currently developping and that aims at supporting the academic life of university members. This scenario highlights important features of contextaware application that impact the way context provisioning should be handled. As we can see from the application managing Alice's own schedule and her university related activities, context information which is used, may be partitioned and structured along several logical domains such as places (the tram, the AmI lab.), activities (CS lecture, ad-hoc meeting) or organization (being enrolled as a student at the university). In addition, expressive context modeling and reasoning are necessary to cope with the diversity and richness of these informations. The scenario stresses also the need of flexible and adaptable context provisioning mechanisms. The domains do not all have to be provisioned at the same time (e.g. ad-hoc meeting in AmI lab, subscribing for updates from the tram only while in it). They can be dependent (e.g. tram information influences course start time) or independent of one another (e.g. tram information and AmI lab meeting). Moreover, varying degrees of context reasoning complexity are needed (e.g. simple delay calculation in the tram vs. ad-hoc meeting detection in the AmI lab).
B. Current limitations in current CMMs
In the following, we analyse and position some CMM solutions proposed in recent years. Given the features of our targeted scenarios, we will only report on CMM proposals offering a domain independent and flexible approach to context management.
As we can see from PACE [7] , CROCO [9] , CoCA [10] , there exist proposals that offer expressive representation and reasoning capabilities. This is the case for PACE based on the CML (Context Modeling Language) model, or for CROCO or CoCA with their ontology-based context management middleware. This latter offers rich context representation capabilities such as context content, meta-property, constraint dependencies representation, temporal relations. In this landscape, Guo et al. [11] and the authors of ACAI [12] propose context management infrastructures, where applications can consider different context domains as administrative units (e.g. home, office, outdoors) that can hold different contexts about a given entity.
When we turn to context provisioning, PACE does not consider explicit units for context acquisition and dissemination. Thanks to the use of Elvin 1 to provide discovery and routing of producer updates and consumer query/subscriptions, it can in principal handle mobility and a dynamic life cycle of context producers and consumers. However, it doesn't 1 http://avis.sourceforge.net/ support configuration or runtime management of this provisioning dynamics, as would be required in our scenario. Turning to CROCO, its architecture and example applications (document management, adaptive co-browsing) [9] suggest a centralized management with no support for context provisioning configuration. In CoCA [10] dynamic provisioning is partially addressed by using heuristic methods to only load in a reasoner, the currently relevant subset of the application context model. However, this still implies the existence of a single application context model. CoCA uses a P2P system to provide discovery or producers and to help consumers in finding context management services, but the middleware does not offer explicit units for consumption or querying. The management of these aspects is entirely left to the application. While ACAI or the works described in [11] could be used to implement the management part of our scenario (e.g. the tram, CS course and AmI-Lab managers), they are too rigid to support application development on a lighter scale (e.g. local reasoning on Alice's smartphone). Furthermore, no support for design-time configuration of these infrastructures is detailed in the works. Application development must conform to a spatial definition of context domains, thereby excluding other possible structuring dimensions such as activity-based or relationalbased (as is the case in our scenario).
COPAL [8] is among the few reviewed works that adopt a component-based middleware design and that proposes a domain specific language (DSL) to declaratively specify all context management concerns (e.g. context type definitions, context processor specifications, query and listener definitions). The output of a specification using COPAL-DSL is an OSGi 2 bundle, which, though the authors do not mention it, could allow the application to manage the life cycle of a COPAL deployment at runtime (as required by the succession of different interactions in our scenario). However, COPAL cannot be readily applied to our scenario, because it only allows for centralized deployments.
It is important to note that none of the analysed works provide a means to structure or package the different context provisioning units that need to be used only in specific situations. In the reference scenario, the listeners and reasoners on Alice's smartphone that deal with context from the AmI lab are only used when the context information stating Alice's location in the laboratory is observed. Currently reviewed CMMs cannot provide application design and runtime support for such mechanisms. Having highlighted the two pillars founding our approach, let's turn to the description of the CONSERT CMM and how it addresses this dynamic management of multiple context models.
III. CONSERT GLOBAL VIEW
CONSERT is a CMM which offers support for expressive context modeling and reasoning on one hand, flexible deployment options and adaptable context provisioning mechanisms, on the other hand. In what follows, we provide a short global overview of the main features that underpin CONSERT from representation (CONSERT Ontology), reasoning (CON-SERT Engine) and architectural (CONSERT Management Unit) points of view. The flexibility of context provisioning is the subject of section IV.
A. CONSERT Ontology
The CONSERT Ontology defines a context meta-model [2] , and rules for context inference and constraint specification 3 . This ontology is structured into three modules -core, annotation and constraint -that define meta-vocabulary for context representation (cf. Fig. 1 ). Developers can use them to build the context model for their applications. The core module 4 defines the vocabulary used to express the content of a context information statement. It is expressed with a basic construct (ContextAssertion) describing the situation of entities by connecting it to the elements (ContextEntity) that play a role in this situation (e.g. a person, place or object) and qualifying them with static properties (EntityDescription) (e.g. a spatial inclusion relation). ContextAssertions can be of arbitrary arity and are enriched with the specification of their acquisition method at runtime (sensed, profiled or derived). For example, locatedIn(alice, ami-lab) is a ContextAssertion specifying Alice's location (where Person(Alice) and UniversitySpace(ami-lab) are ContextEntities), whereas includedIn(ami-lab, cs-building) is an EntityDescription providing a description of the inclusion relation between two UniversitySpace ContextEntities.
The annotation module 5 defines the vocabulary for metaproperties (annotations) of a ContextAssertion (e.g. source, temporal validity, quality metrics). It distinguishes between basic (e.g. source) and structured (e.g. temporal validity, certainty) annotations.
The constraint module 6 deals with the vocabulary to define integrity, uniqueness and value constraints bearing on ContextAssertion. Classes and properties express complete information regarding the triggered violation, the affected ContextAssertion type and the specific conflicting context information instances.
Upper ontologies, like SOUPA [4] , can be coupled to this meta-model to provide the grounding for the ContextEntities of an application's context model (cf. Fig. 1 ). Note however that the upper ontology may be changed at will, depending on application modeling requirements.
B. CONSERT Engine
Within CONSERT CMM, a context model developed with CONSERT ontology is leveraged at runtime by the CONSERT Engine [3] . This software component is in charge of context updates, higher-level inferences, constraint and consistency checks, as well as asynchronous query handling. The engine inference mechanism uses semantic event processing, employing a rule-based deduction approach using SPARQL CONSTRUCT queries coupled with ontology reasoning. The most important building blocks and internal data structures (cf. right side of Fig 2) are: (i) indexes refering to the three Ontology modules (ii) DerivationRule Dictionary mapping ContextAssertion to SPARQL-encoded (using SPIN) inference rules. The CONSERT Engine can thus trigger appropriate rule execution every time an update for that particular ContextAssertion is received.
The CONSERT engine control cycle is governed by transactional behaviour during which a series of verifications is performed. For example, upon insertion of a new ContextAssertion instance, it checks for continuity (see if the current update is part of a previously detected situation), for constraint violation and inference triggering (see if the update fires a DerivationRule execution). The CONSERT Engine is implemented as a software service component, exposing and requiring service interfaces. In this way, the application level can customize the above workflow as shown for instance in Fig. 2 where we can see four services (depicted above the container delimiter). For instance, in case of constraint violation, a Constraint Resolution Service (which can be customized by application developers) decides which of the conflicting ContextAssertion instances must be kept in the knowledge base before committing the transaction. Due to space limitations, we leave out closer details of these services.
C. CONSERT Management Unit
The CONSERT CMM is architectured as a multi-agent system where agents encapsulate and control different functionalities involved in the context provisioning life cycle [5] (cf. Fig. 3 ). As will be shown later, it opens up the possibility They constitute what we call a CONSERT Management Unit (CMU). For a given application, multiple CMUs can be deployed and organized in different ways for managing and provisioning context to the applications. These agent types are:
• CtxSensor agent: is responsible for managing interactions with sensors 7 and with the CtxCoord agent of its own CMU, to handle provisioning commands (e.g. start/stop sending updates, change update rate).
• CtxCoord agent: is in charge of the management of the main life cycle of a CMU. It encapsulates a CONSERT Engine to control context reasoning and integrity. Thanks to an Application Control Adaptor, the application level can command the agent to set/alter parameters that control the CMU provisioning life cycle.
• CtxQueryHandler agent: is in charge of the dissemination of context information. By default, it uses the local knowledge base to answer to queries. In case of more complex settings, involving multiple agents, it can participate in a federation protocol (decentralizedhierarchical -see next section).
• CtxUser agent: is in charge of interfacing with the application. It exposes an Application Client Adaptor service interface which allows the application to launch queries and subscriptions, to send profiled context information (i.e. act as a sensor) or static entity descriptions.
• OrgMgr agent: is responsible for controlling the deployment of a CMU and of the entire middleware in cooperation with other OrgMgr agents: launch and control the states of CMM agents (started / stopped / 7 Use of Context Assertion Adaptors (implemented by the developer) that translate sensor data into statements from the CONSERT Ontology uninstalled). It acts as a yellow pages agent, manages mobility aspects and maintains the overview of the Context Domain hierarchy in the decentralized deployment setting (see next Section).
From an implementation perspective, these agents run over JADE 8 (cf. Fig. 3 ), using the behaviour-based reasoning cycle offered by this framework as well as the FIPA-compliant 9 interaction protocol support and distribution options (e.g. JADE containers, message transfer protocols). A service component approach based on OSGi 10 is used to implement the behaviours and adaptors of the agents in order to increase the management flexibility by taking profit of the flexible service life cycle control mechanisms offered by OSGi platforms. This section presented the foundational elements that underpin the functionality of an instance of the CONSERT Middleware. Following, we explain how deployment of one or more CMU instances can be configured and managed according to application needs.
IV. DEPLOYMENT AND FLEXIBLE CONTEXT PROVISIONING
The conceptual and technical deployment options of the CONSERT Middleware aim at addressing important concerns as shown in our illustrative scenario, in order to reduce application development effort and adaptation. For instance, concerning Alice's academic activity management, the application managing her interactions in the University is faced to several dimensions and types of context information that have to be considered and managed. From an engineering perspective, we can distinguish two types of computational nodes: fixed (e.g. the systems managing the teaching activities in the University, the sensor control system within the AmI laboratory) as well as mobile ones (e.g. the smartphones of people in the University). Furthermore, context reasoning can take place both in a fixed node (e.g. deducing an ad-hoc meeting in the AmI Lab.) or in a mobile one (e.g. computing estimated delay for Alice arriving at the lecture). Let's first describe the way the CMM is deployed and then how context provisioning is handled within CONSERT CMM.
A. Context Deployment with CONSERT
Remember from the analysis in Section II, that one of the shortcomings of existing middleware solutions is the missing ability to provide application developers with a means to organize and configure the set of modules required for the management of context information used in a given situation. In this section, we first introduce the notions used to design and specify the deployment of a context-aware application using CONSERT. We then detail the configuration vocabulary that we defined and how it is handled by the OrgMgr agents to dynamically deploy a CMM for a given application.
1) Deployment styles:
One of our aims is to be able to use the CONSERT CMM in applications spanning various scale ranges. In order to define different deployment styles, let us enrich the CONSERT ontology with two concepts: Context Dimension and Context Domain.
A ContextDimension is a binary ContextAssertion. The subject part is a ContextEntity which can generally be regarded as a consumer of context information (e.g. a human user). The object parts, on the other hand, are instances of ContextEntities which define values along the ContextDimension, representing ContextDomains (see below). A Context Dimension belongs to one of the five categories used to characterize the statements of an application context model [6] : individuality, space, time, activity and relations. Most of existing medium to large scale applications structure their context provisioning process along one of these dimensions.
A ContextDomain establishes a logical partition of the global application context model, along the chosen ContextDimension. For each domain, the application can define a specific context provisioning process (acquisition, coordination, dissemination). By default, the ContextDomains created from a ContextDimension are federated with each other (i.e. they form a flat network). The ContextDomains can be also organized into a tree-based hierarchy if the ContextEntities that give the values of a ContextDimension are characterized by inclusion-like EntityDescriptions (such as the includedIn(ami-lab, cs-building) example given earlier).
Returning to our scenario, Alice's smartphone subscribes to tram speed updates in the Tram ContextDomain and to ad-hoc meeting notifications in the AmI-Lab ContextDomain. These domains belong to different spatial ContextDimensions (locatedIn(Person, PublicTransport) and locatedIn(Person, UniversitySpace), respectively) and have different context models and management needs. A similar view applies to the information exchanged by Alice with the university system that manages the CS Lecture ContextDomain belonging to a engagedIn(Person, TeachingActivity) dimension.
From these two concepts we can define different deployment styles. For instance, we focus here on two of them: centralized-local and decentralized-hierarchical.
A centralized-local scheme represents an organization where there is a single application context model and a single CMU. The physical or virtual sensors (i.e. context producers) are managed by CtxSensors from this CMU and the application (i.e. context consumer) interacts with the CtxUser agent of the management unit. Such a scheme could be used in applications providing smart document management on a device as in [9] or even all-in-one smart home platforms as in [8] .
A decentralized-hierarchical deployment setting is configured in terms of one or more ContextDimensions and the ContextDomain hierarchies they may form. Such a style targets applications of a larger scale, with distributed context models and multiple CMUs (organizable into hierarchies, if required) that comprise both fixed and mobile nodes. Sensors are managed by the CtxSensor agents of a single CMU (to preserve locality of sensed information), but consumers of this information can come from multiple CMUs (i.e. queries and subscriptions can be sent in between CMUs). Examples of this would range from the one in the scenario we presented to smart city applications.
As we discuss in more detail in Section V, in our reference scenario we can encounter both types of deployment schemes. For instance, the management of Alice's personal information (e.g. her schedule, her known walking speed and the rules estimating her arrival time) is managed and accessed by the application on hand of a centrally deployed CMU on her smartphone. On the other hand, the management of context information in the AmI-Lab and other rooms like it in the university building is handled by a decentralized deployment of CMUs. Additionally, the context information gathered by the CMUs managing the AmI-Lab is consumed by CMUs on mobile nodes (e.g. the smartphones of Alice and her friends as they have an ad-hoc meeting) that enter the room or query it remotely (see more on this in Section IV-B). We present the different configurations that can be specified depending on the chosen deployment scheme in what follows.
2) Deployment Specification:
From what precedes, we can now define how CONSERT Deployment is specified to configure CMU agents and assign CMUs to ContextDomains. This specification uses semantic web technologies and relies on an ontology-based vocabulary 11 (cf. Fig. 4 ) that addresses the platform (platform-config.ttl), the agents (agent-config.ttl) and context domain model (agent-config.ttl) configurations 12 . A CMU is allocated the responsibility of managing context information for a ContextDimension -ContextDomain pair. That is to say that, for each ContextDimension existing within an application and for each ContextDomain along that dimension, there will be an OSGi bundle containing an agentconfig.ttl file and OWL files defining the context model of that ContextDomain.
Platform Configuration: The platform specification (platform-config.ttl) provides technical information for setting up a JADE Container for the physical machine that will host the agents running within the CMUs. For instance, in the reference scenario, the application on Alice's smartphone is engaged with multiple ContextDomains (e.g. the tram, the AmI-Lab). Therefore, multiple CMUs must run on the same computational node (her smartphone) to help the application to interact with these domains.
Agent and Context Domain Model Configurations:
The configuration stored in agent-config.ttl file holds indications regarding the type and number of CMM agents that need to be deployed as part of the CMU associated to a ContextDomain. The configuration of the context model used in this domain is also specified as a set of RDF documents. They contain the ContextAssertion, annotation, constraint and inference rule definitions modeled using the CONSERT Ontology.
Let us note that in a centralized-local style, with a single context model, all agents of the CMU reside within the same container. Usually one instance of CtxCoord, CtxQueryHandler and CtxUser agents and one or more CtxSensors are deployed. In a decentralized-hierarchical style, however, the type of agents composing a CMU deployed on a machine depends on whether it is a manager, or producer/consumer (i.e. client) of the context model associated to a ContextDomain. In our scenario, for example, the CMU running on a machine managing the context from the AmI-Lab will contain an instance of the CtxCoord and CtxQueryHandler agents. However, on Alice's smartphone, a CMU associated to the same AmI-Lab ContextDomain will contain an instance of the CtxUser agent. To finish the example, the sensors required for detecting adhoc meetings can be handled by CtxSensor deployed in the CMU of the managing machine, or in a CMU deployed on a dedicated sensing machine, but assigned to the same ContextDomain.
3) Deployment Execution: As mentioned in Section III-C, the OrgMgr is the mediator between the application level and the CMU it manages. By using CMMPlatformService, the application can request launching of a CMU for a ContextDomain. Being the first agent to be created, the OrgMgr reads the agent configuration and deploys the configured agents in the following sequence: coordinator, then query handler, sensors and user. This agent maintains also the overview of existing ContextDomains according to the deployment style that is specified. Depending on the kind of CMU they have to oversee, an OrgMgr can be assigned a root, node, central or mobile role. When marked as root (resp. node), an OrgMgr supervises the CMU that manages and coordinates the provisioning of the top (resp. mid-level) domain of a ContextDomain hierarchy. A central role is assigned to an OrgMgr in a centralizedlocal deployment scheme, while a mobile role is assigned to an OrgMgr that supervises the CMU agents running on a mobile computing node which is subject to ContextDomains changes. Essentially, these roles inform the OrgMgr of specific configurations that are set for them. A root OrgMgr will connect to all other root OrgMgr agents defined for ContextDomains of the same ContextDimension. Node OrgMgrs are aware they are part of a hierarchical ContextDomain deployment and will thus connect to a parent and possibly register several child OrgMgr agents. A central OrgMgr knows it is employed only for use on the local device, while in the mobile case the agent realizes that its "parent" will be determined dynamically at runtime. Specifically, since they maintain the hierarchy overview, OrgMgrs playing root and node roles are in charge of informing mobile nodes when they enter or leave the managed ContextDomain. It is also in their charge to help CtxQueryHandlers route domain-based queries that involve federation. The CONSERT Ontology defines special templates for mobile nodes detection. They enable a developer to specify SPARQL rule queries that the OrgMgr uses to observe when the ContextAssertion that represents the ContextDimension of the domain he manages has been inserted or derived. However, paper size limitations prohibit further details about the agent protocols involved in mobile node detection, as well as complex query routing.
B. Context Provisioning
Once deployed by their OrgMgr, the agents of a CMU provision the context of the ContextDomain under their responsibility, as well as access/forward context information from/to other ContextDomains.
1) Intra-CMU Context Provisioning:
Within a CMU, the provisioning process relative to a ContextDomain consists in two main interaction sequences: (i) sensing that concerns the updates sent by CtxSensor agents to the CtxCoord of a CMU, (ii) request that consists in queries and subscriptions that CtxUsers make to the CtxQueryHandler of a CMU.
Both interaction chains are governed each by a dedicated interaction protocol. In the interaction protocol for sensing, a CtxSensor registers with a CtxCoord and uses the FIPA Propose protocol to publish its capabilities of ContextAssertion update. The CtxCoord replies with the subset of expected ContextAssertions updates. Sensor updates are sent using FIPA Inform messages. The interactions undertaken under this protocol are adapted and controlled within the involved agents by sensing and coordination policies as defined in [13] (a short description is given below). In the interaction protocol for request, a CtxUser asks a CtxQueryHandler for information via FIPA Query or FIPA Subscribe protocols. If the requested ContextAssertions are active (according to the provisioning coordination policy), they are sent, otherwise, the protocol continues with interactions between the CtxQueryHandler, CtxCoord and CtxSensor agents of the CMU to enable the required information (details in [13] ).
The provisioning of context supported by these two interaction sequences, is mainly controlled by the CtxCoord agent that ensures that the context exchanged within its ContextDomain always remains consistent. For that purpose, it uses the constraint detection and resolution services of the CONSERT Engine. It uses also runtime statistics provided by the CONSERT Engine and provisioning coordination policies [13] to ensure how and what context information needs to be provisioned, according to current application needs. Its decisions concern activation/deactivation of updates, altering of update frequency) or in changes of the CONSERT Engine functionality (e.g. enable/disable a DerivationRule that alter the inference scheduling service).
2) Inter-CMU Context Provisioning:
In decentralized deployment schemes, in case of multiple ContextDomains, domain-based queries and broadcasts may be realised. Such interactions are handled by the CtxUser agent which, through its ApplicationClient Adaptor interface, can perform the following types of inter-domain requests: exact-domain, domain-range. This latter can be a query or broadcast one.
Queries of type exact-domain are sent by the CtxUser to a specific ContextDomain. In our scenario, for example, let's consider Dan, a friend of Alice, who is in another laboratory of the same CS building. Dan, aiming at knowing if Alice is available, sends a query to the AmI-Lab ContextDomain. The CtxQueryHandler agent of the CMU in charge of this domain answers. As said in Section IV-A, CtxQueryHandler and OrgMgr agents collaborate to route domain-based queries in between CMUs. Due to space limitations, interactions of the routing protocol and an analysis of the number of exchanged messages can be explored in a technical report 13 .
Queries of type domain-range are requests that can be used in decentralized deployments featuring ContextDomain hierarchies. This kind of request does not target a single domain, but rather defines upper and lower limits based on the type of the object ContextEntity defining the values of ContextDomains. For instance, pursuing our example, if Dan does not know where Alice is, but suspects she is in the building, he can send a domain-range query to all ContextDomains of type LabRoom, where LabRoom is a subtype of the UniversitySpace ContextEntity which is the object of the locatedIn(Person, UniversitySpace) ContextDimension. In this example, the lower and upper type limits coincide (i.e. they are set to LabRoom).
The last request type is domain-range broadcast where the CtxUser can turn into a provider of context information by sending data along the ContextDomain hierarchy of a ContextDimension. The range specifications are the same as for the query requests, but the routing interaction occurs between OrgMgr and CtxCoord (since CtxCoord agents are the receivers of context in a CMU).
As we can notice, the types of queries outlined above enable a context-aware application to exchange data between ContextDomains as long as they are part of the same ContextDimension. A CtxUser agent can request context from a remote domain and assert it in his current one, or even broadcast it along the domain-hierarchy (i.e. acting as a relay). In this way, the context provisioning consistency and adapta- 13 http://aimas.cs.pub.ro/people/alexandru.sorici/consert-domain-based-queryreport.pdf tion options described earlier in this section can be applied to context information coming from other ContextDomains of the same ContextDimension.
V. CONSERT MIDDLEWARE USAGE
The CONSERT CMM has been evaluated in different ways. First, the runtime performance of the CONSERT Engine has been validated and discussed 14 Further, based on an implementation of a simulation of AmI lab related situations from our scenario (using the iCasa Platform 15 ), we have evaluated CONSERT context provisioning control and adaptation [13] . In this paper we focus on the illustration of application development facilities offered by CONSERT CMM, given its flexible deployment and provisioning configuration options. To that purpose, we revisit the reference scenario and explain how the entire presented application can be implemented using CONSERT.
As pointed out in Section II, Alice's University activities management handles context information from multiple domains. Figure 5 models the application in terms of ContextDimensions and ContextDomains. It shows the composition on both fixed and mobile nodes of the CMUs in charge of the context models assigned to each ContextDomain. On Alice's smartphone, the bootstrap CMU manages Alice's private information, but acts also as a receiver for notifications of entering / leaving a ContextDomain. Thus, using the CtxUser of this CMU, the application level is informed when Alice enters the tram and the AmI laboratory, or when it is time to take her CS lecture activity into consideration. When Alice enters the tram, a notification is sent to the application telling it that it may request the activation of the CMU responsible for the locatedIn(Person, PublicTransport) ContextDimension and the connection of the CtxUser agent of this CMU to the CtxQueryHandler running on the Tram101 ContextDomain CMU. At the same time, since Alice must attend her CS lecture, the application is notified of a similar option for the engagedIn(Person, CourseActivity) ContextDimension and the CS_Lecture ContextDomain CMU.
14 http://aimas.cs.pub.ro/people/alexandru.sorici/consert-engine-performance-report.pdf The CtxUser from the tram CMU on Alice's phone retrieves the estimated station arrival time. The application level transfers this information to the bootstrap instance, where Alice's private walking speed is factored in to compute her estimated delay. Then, the application level can use this information and the CtxUser from the CS lecture CMU to notify the delay to the CtxCoord on the node managing the CS lecture ContextDomain at the university. Meanwhile, the application running on Bob's smartphone will have taken similar steps to subscribe to notifications about students being late. When Alice steps out of the tram, the bootstrap CMU is notified that she has left the Tram101 ContextDomain. The application can thus automatically stop the CMU responsible for the context information of the Tram101 domain.
In the Ambient Intelligence laboratory, the node managing the ContextDomain contains a CtxCoord and CtxQueryHandler agents, as well as two CtxSensors that send updates about detected human postures (Kinect cameras) and noise levels (microphones) near each desk of the laboratory. When Alice enters the lab, the bootstrap CMU is informed that she entered the AmI_Lab ContextDomain of the locatedIn(Person, UniversitySpace) ContextDimension. The CtxUser of the CMU launched by the application on her smartphone for the AmI_Lab domain will connect to the CtxQueryHandler on the management node and subscribe for notifications of being in an ad-hoc meeting, to find out when Alice is busy.
The interactions above show the benefits of developing context-aware applications with the CONSERT CMM. Creating middleware instance bundles for individual context domains of an application makes development of the specific context model easier, helps encapsulate the associated provisioning logic and provides support for control of a CMU life cycle at application runtime.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
In this paper we have presented existing challenges in the engineering of a context-aware applications through a usage scenario. These challenges raise the need of developing CMMs able of handling dynamic, multi-domain, independent or inter-dependent contextual interaction episodes. Designing a CMM that addresses the deployment and control needs of both management and production/consumption computing infrastructure in such scenarios brings forth a requirement for modularization and configuration of context provisioning units. The CONSERT Middleware that we have presented in this paper addresses these development challenges using an agent-based architecture and flexible deployment options of its Context Management Units. The software-component based implementation of the CONSERT Middleware adds to the flexibility of our solution by enabling life cycle control of deployed Context Management Units at runtime.
In future work, we intend to test this middleware in a real life implementation of the AmI Laboratory related part of the smart university application. In a parallel endeavour, we intend to augment the current context provisioning behavior of the CMM agents with the ability of establishing contextlevel agreements (the context-awareness analogues of servicelevel agreements), to further increase the level of support for provisioning control and adaptation.
